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Further assumptions
on the operator A will be
presented in the next section, where we study the
robustness
of the stability property under a class
of unbounded
perturbations.
The operator A represents
the nominal model
of some process, whose exact description
is often
given by an operator of the form A + K and
K:dom(K)cX+X
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Abstract: We present an estimate for a class of unbounded
perturbations
of the generator of an exponentially
stable semigroup. When this estimate is satisfied then the perturbed
operator still generates an exponentially
stable semigroup. For
generators of holomorhic
semigroups the class of allowed perturbations
contains unbounded
operators
of the form HA”.
with (Y< 4. The estimate is given in terms of the norm of the
solution of the Lyapunov
equation which corresponds
to the
unperturbed
system.
Keywords: Distributed
parameter
systems;
ness; Lyapunov equation; Ca-semigroup.

stability;

robust-

1. Introduction
In this note A represents
the generator
of a
C,,-semigroup E(t) on a Hilbert space X. Our first
assumption
is that this semigroup is exponentially
stable, namely:
Assumption
such that

1. There

exist numbers

IIE(t)xll

<MePY’Ilxll

We shall
operator.

say, for simplicity,

M > 1, y > 0

VXEX.
that

A is a stable
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(the ‘perturbation’)
is only imperfectly known. As
the perturbation
K may affect the stability properties of the system described by A, many efforts
have been devoted to give conditions
under which
A + K generates a C,-semigroup
EK (t ) which still
is exponentially
stable. We quote in particular the
paper [5], where the ‘stability
radius’ is exactly
characterized
for finite-dimensional
systems. It is
proved in this paper that if
I] K 11< rnin(l/~~(iwZ-A))‘I()
w

=9?,

then A + K is a stable operator; and, there exists
a perturbation
K whose norm is 95’and such that
A + K is not exponentially
stable (the number 5%
is the unstructured
stability radius of A). This
result is extended to ‘structured’ perturbations
in
[6] and to distributed
systems in [lO,ll].
A different approach had been previously proposed - for finite dimensional
systems - in [8]
and pursued in other papers (see for example [13];
see [l] for a recent paper). Namely, it was noted
that A + K is stable provided that the Lyupunou
equation for A + K admits a positive
solution
which could be used to construct
a Lyapunov
function for the perturbed
system.
It is also true for distributed
parameter systems
that exponential
stability of E(t) is characterized
by the existence of a self-adjoint
positive solution
II to the Lyapunov
equation [2], which takes the
form
(Ax,

Z’Y) + (x,

PAY) = -(x3

Vx, y E dam(A).

B.V. All rights reserved

y)
(LE)
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Consequently,
under Assumption
1, Lyapunov
equation (LE) admits a unique solution (which is
bounded positive operator). It is given by
(.x, IIy)

= i+%(E(

t)x.

E(t)y)

dt.

(1)

So that
(III/] =

sup /+m,[E(+[,Z
l/XII=1 0

dt=:A’<

co.
(2)

Remark 1. (a) Conversely,
from [2], if a non-negative solution P = P * exists to (LE), then the semigroup generated by A is exponentially
stable and
the above integral representation
holds.
(b) We see from the integral representation
of
IT that Kern=
(0): if IIx=O
then E(r)=0
for
almost all values of t. Hence, since t + E(t)x is a
continuous
function,
x = E(O)x = 0. We shall use
this property in the proof of our main result.

The norm of the operator
II can be used to
derive a condition
under which A + K still is a
stable operator:
Theorem 1. Let K be u bounded operator.
< l/2 11flI/, then A + K is stable.
Cl

If

11K 11

We shall see in the following that this result,
proved in [8] for finite dimensional
systems, also
holds for dim X = + cc and bounded operators K,
without further assumptions
on the operator
A
(the proof that we shall present is different from
the one in [S]).
The main concern of this paper is to present an
extension of Theorem 1 to a class of unbounded
perturbations
(next section). This will require suitable assumptions
on the operator A since in this
case the following difficulties must be overcome:
?? A + K may not be a generator;
?? the norm of K is not defined.
We observe that, however, unbounded
perturbations are of the greatest importance
for the applications, since they can be used to represent perturbations
on the coefficients
of a differential
operator
or on a delayed term for a time-lag
system.

systems

The class of the systems that can be treated
with the techniques
in this paper is a subset of
that studied in [lO,ll] as we shall see in Section 3.
In spite of this, we believe that the results in this
paper can be useful since, as a by-product,
we get
not only stability for the perturbed
systems, but
also an estimate for the L2-norm of the semigroup
generated
by A + K. as discussed
in Section 3.
Consequently,
we also get an estimate
for the
norm of the solutions
of the Lyapunov
equation
for the perturbed
system. This result, which cannot be obtained
by the mere knowledge
of the
stability radius, is interesting
since the state-space
approach
to H”-control
theory heavily relies on
solutions of Lyapunov (and Riccati) equations.

2. Unbounded perturbations
The main case that we have in mind is the case
that A generates a holomorphic
semigroup;
however, the properties that we need can be abstracted
as follows:
Assumption 2. The perturbation
K belongs to a
linear space B of operators,
with the following
properties:
Pl. dom( K) 2 dom( A). The operator
A + K is
the generator of a C,,-semigroup
Eh( t) on X.
P2. For each K E 9 the number L, defined by
L: = sup

+m/, KE(t)xll’

dt;

(/ 0
xEdom(A),

I/x]1 =l
1

is finite.
P3. If K ~9,
exist numbers

then K is A-bounded,
(Y, p such that

i.e. there

I] Kx 11I (~11x 11+/? 11Ax 11 Vx E dom( A).
Of course, if g is L(X)
the previous assumptions are satisfied without any restriction
on the
generator A of the exponentially
stable semigroup
E(t). In this case, L,s
11K 11.A. Otherwise, the
operator A must be in a suitable class and the
previous assumptions
are satisfied when A generates a holomorphic
semigroup,
and if B is the
class of the operators
K which are linear combinations of operators
of the form K = HA*, with
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0 5 (Y< 4. Here H is a bounded operator. In fact,
dom( K) 3 dam(A)
and [9, Corollary
2.4, p. 811
A + K generates a holomorphic
semigroup. Moreover, for K = HA*,
II KE(t)

II 5

But, we need the integral form of the perturbed
Lyapunov equation. We introduce the operator
(x3 F(P)Y)

IIHII . II A”E(t) II

= (x,

fly)

+ &+a(KE(t)x.

PE(t)_v;)

dt

5 ( ll H ]IM,) e-Y’/t*.
+

Here, the number y is the number which appears
in Assumption
1 and, for II x ]] 5 1,

/0

+3jll KE(t)x,l’

+m(PE(t)x,

e-““/tZa

dt

The integral is finite, since 2a < 1 and y is positive.
Theorem
6.10 in [9] implies that K is Abounded.
The case just described,
that A generates
a
holomorphic
semigroup and K of the form HA*,
is not the unique case that can be treated with the
techniques of this paper. A second example is the
following one: A is an arbitrary infinitesimal
generator of an exponentially
stable semigroup and K
is a closed operator with dom( K) 2 U,, oE( t)X,
and

/0

dt<

+co.

+m(KE(t)x,

I

PE(t)y)

y)

Vx,

dt

(1

dt

0

. II p II . AA

IL,.]IP]I.A.
Hence, the first integral
in (5) has a bounded
extension. Analogously
it is seen that the second
integral has a bounded extension.
0
we have:

Lemma 4. An operator P solves the equation in (4)
if and only if P = F(P).
Proof. We assume first that P is a solution
so that for x, .v E dam(A) we have
&(t)xl

P(A

to (4)

PJVJY)

= (AE(t)x,

PE(t)y)

= -(E(t)x,

E(t)y)

As E(t)x
integration
(x.

For the proof we need to consider
Lyapunov equation, i.e. the equation
Pv) + (x,

(Ix II =

l/2

+ml(KE(t)xl12

- (E(t)x,
Theorem 2. If K E 9 and L, < 1/2A,
then the
operator A + K generates an exponentially
stable
semigroup.

= -(x,

(5)

(3)

A perturbation
with these properties is a class 9
perturbation [3, p.701. In this case A + K generates
a semigroup and K, being closed, is A-bounded.
From (3) and the exponential
stability of E(t) one
can easily prove P2 of Assumption
2.
Consequently,
from now on we assume that the
class 9 of the perturbations
satisfies properties
Pl -P3. The main result of this paper is the following extension of Theorem 1. We recall that A is
the number of defined in (2).

((A + K)x-,

dt.

Proof. Clearly, for x, y E dom( A) with
]I Y 11= 1 we have

Furthermore,
‘lIKE(t

KE(t)y)

Lemma 3. Zf K E 9. then the transformation F(P),
defined by (5) for x, y E dom( A), has a bounded
extension to X for each P E L(X).

dt

I II H II Maitx;

/0

+ (E(t)x,

- (KE(t)x,

f’AE(t)y)

PE(t)y)

PKE(t)y).

decays exponentially
we have

Py) = (x.

for t + + co. after

n-v>

the perturbed
+

/0

+g(KE(t)x,

PE(t)y)

dt

+P(PE(t)x,

K,?(t),)

dt

+ K)y)

yEdom(A).

+

(41

/0

(6)
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for x, y E dam(A), i.e. P = F(P) since dom( A) is
dense in X and P, F(P) are bounded operators.
For the converse implication
we use the Aboundedness
of K. Let us assume that P is a
fixed point of F( .), P = F(P). Then, for x, y E
dom( A*),
(Ax,

PY)

= (Ax,

+ (x,

This is true since, with y = E(t)x,

IIKP(~+h)x-wbl

_KE(t)Ax

h

II

PA,)

+ jotm(KE(t)Ax,

fly)

systems

PE(t)y)

dt

(9)
+
+

/0
(x,

+p(PE(~)Ax,
DAY>

PE(t)Ay)

J0

+
J0

dt
since x E dom( A’). The
where L = Ay E dam(A)
limits of both the last sums are zeros for h -+ 0.
(b) Consequently,

+m(KE(t)x.

+

KE(t)y)

+“(PE(t)x,

dt

KE(t)Ay)

~'E(I)Y)
JoT&IC~(~)x,

dt.

(7)

= (KE(T)x,

PE(t)y)

dt
- (Kx.

Py)

and
We note that these expressions
x E dom( A*) then

make sense since if
I KE(T)x,

from (LE),

(Ax,

+ (x,

fly)

IMy)

Ilf’ll.
= -(x3

x, PE(t)y)

+m?&KE(f)

II

s {~lI~~~~~ll+~ll~~~~~~ll}
y).

Let us consider the sum of the first
third integral. Formally it is

/0

I

II +II PE(T)Y

5 II KE(T>x

E(t)AxEdom(A)cdom(K).
Moreover,

PEtTb)

dt=

-(Kx,

-0
and

the

Py).

llE(T)~ll

for T+

too.

This shows that P satisfies (4) with x, y in
dom(A’),
a dense subset of the domain of A.
In fact, equation
(4) also holds with x, y in
dom( A), as we shall see now. We note that (4)
shows that

(8)

((A+K)x,
Analogously,
the remaining
two integrals
are
equal to - (Px, KY). We prove now that these
formal equalities indeed hold in two steps:
(a) We prove that
PE(r)y)

= (KE(t)Ax,
+ (KE(t)x,
We recall
note
gKE(r)x

that

PE(t)Ay).
x, y belong

= KE(t)Ax.

+X)x,,

to dom(A*)

and we

[P(A+K)y+y])

RJO) - ((A + K)x,,

= -(x,,-x,,,

PE(t)y)

-(x,

Let y, be fixed in dom( A’) and {x, } E dom( A2 )
be a sequence which converges to x0 E dom( A).
Then,
((A

$(KE@)x,

Py)=

This implies that
yO. Now fix x0 in
construction
with
which converges

PYO)

[P(A+K)y,+y,])+O.
(4) is satisfied with x = x0 and
dom( A) and repeat the previous
a sequence { yn } from dom( A*),
??
to an element y of dom( A).

A first step in the proof of Theorem 2 requires
that F( .) must have a fixed point P (it is easy to
see that if P is a fixed point also P* is a fixed
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point so that uniqueness
joint).

implies

that P is self-ad-

Lemma 5. If L, -C 1/2A,
then F( .) is a contraction. In this case, its fixed point PK satisfies the
following estimates:
(a) II PK II 5 II IIll/(l
- 2L,A).
(b) If also L, I < I/2 A, there exists a number
a = a( K. K’) such that
II PE, - PK, /I I CxL(.-,,,.

261

systems

Let cs consider the difference of the first and the
third integral. This can be written in the following
form:

/0

+“(KE(t)x,

+
J0

+m((K-

The modulus

(P-

P’)E(t)y)

K’)E(t)x,

dt

P’E(t)v)

of this number

&A.

IIP-f”II.

llxll. IIYII

+

otml,(K-

K’)E(t)xl12

is less than

The number (Y is given by (12) below.

I,‘2

Proof. Clearly,
(X

F(P)??)

[P-

Hence,

Q]E(t>y)

dt

L,A

0
+,(
/0

(J

[

P-

Q]E(t)x,

KE(t)y)

dt.

(10)

Let us assume that I]x ]] and ]] y ]] are less than or
equal to 1. The Schwarz inequality applied to both
the integrals shows that each one of them is less
than L,A . \I P - Q )I so that we have a contraction if 2L,A < 1.
Let Q be zero and PK = F( PK ). Then, as F(0)
= IL. the previous inequality shows that

Ilf’h II = IIF(PicII

5 IIWl+2L,A.

IIPKII~

i.e. II P,,. II I II TI I]/(1 - 2L,A)
when the denominator
is positive.
Let us consider now two operators K, K’ from
the class 9, such that both L, and L,, are less
than 1/2A.
Let P, P’ be the solutions
of the
corresponding
perturbed
Lyapunov
equations,
so
that
(X. (P - P’)y)
= jtm(KE(t)x.

PE(t)y)

dt

0

/

KE(t)y)

dt

0

- j+m(K’E(t)x,
0

P’E(t)y)

dt

- j+a(P’E(t)x,

K’E(t)y)

dt.

0

II p’II

it is also less than

. II P - P’ 1)+ L,_,,

(11)

. A.

1 “2;;7,A

(when
I]x (I, I] y 1) are not larger than 1). An
analogous estimate holds for the difference of the
remaining
integrals.
Consequently,
the required
inequality holds and the number (Y,which depends
both on K and K’, is

(12)
This number is positive, since both L, and L,,
are less than 1/2A. We recall that II IIll = A’. 0
Now that there exists a self-adjoint
fixed point
P of the transformation
F( .) (i.e. a self-adjoint
solution of the perturbed
Lyapunov equation) we
only have to prove that P is positive to conclude
Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let K, satisfy L,, < l/24
and consider the operators K, := vK,, for v E [OJ].
Then L,” = vLK,, and so K, satisfies the condition
L,” < 1/2A too. Let P,, denote the solution of (4)
for K = K,. Consider now the set
3 := {v E [OJ] I P” >

+m(PE(t)x,

+

dtj

.A. IIYII.
- (% F(Q>Y>

= j+a(KE(t)x.

+

dt.

o}.

The proof is divided in two parts, in part one we
shall prove that the set Z is closed, and in part
two we shall show that it is open. If we accept
these results, then the proof is easy. The set Z is
an open and closed subset of [O,l]. That means
that it is either empty or the whole space. It can
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not be empty,
Thus Z’, > 0,
ble. Now we
I.”
The set E
v + P,. This
Lemma 5 and

since 0 is in it, so it must be [O,l].
and so A + K, is exponentially
stashall prove the closedness of the set
is closed. We consider the function
function
is continuous,
since by
equation (12) we have that

sysiems

The left-hand
side of this equality converges to
zero (by assumption
and the fact that { P,, } + P,,,,
(see (13)). If { Re( s,,)} is bounded
we can even
assume Re(s,) + r, so that the right-hand
side
gives
2 Re( s, 1(x,, . 42%) +

II x, II 2

= (2 Re(s,) - 2q)(x,,
I

+2%(x,, (pn- P&n)

2IlflllA
p _ 2L,,“12

_

~-,‘W

2llmllA

2 Iv--‘IL,.

[l - 2L,,A]

(13)

“_
x” -

jl(s,‘Z-A

- vK,)z,“II

--A - vK,)x,,
+ (PA7~

= 2 Re(s,)(x,,

since the first two terms converge to zero, PVC,is
positive and ]Ix, II = 1. So, { Re(s,)} must be unbounded.
We prove that this leads to a contradiction.
We know that for every x E dam(A),
K,E(t)x
is an L, function with norm less than or equal to
L,, IIx /I. By the Paley-Wiener
Theorem this implies that K,(sZ - A)-‘x
is in Hz with norm less
than or equal to L,, II x 11. By Theorem 6.4.2 of [4]
there holds that

~~K,(sZ-A)~'X~~~<L~,Ilxl]‘/Re(s)
for all x E dom( A), Re(s)
/IKl(sZ-A)e1/125

Li,/Re(s).

Let x, denote

(s, Z - A - v, K, )x,.

Then

(s,Z-A)-‘z,

=v~K,x,-v,,K,(~,Z-A)-~~,,

P,,x,,>

(sn -A

> 0. Thus

v,,K,(s,Z-A)--‘v,,K,x,,

-vK,)-It,”

gives a sequence {xi } c dam(A) with 11x,” ]I = 1
and (s,Z -A - vK,)xL converges to 0.
With the previous result we have that there
exist sequences {vn}, {s,,}, Re(s,)>O
and {xn}
c dam(A),
]Ix, ]I = 1, such that v,, + v0 and {(s,Z
- A - v,,K’)x,,} converges to zero.
Let P,, denote P,,. Then we have that
((s,Z

large,

so that

Defining

(s;Z-A

> + for n sufficiently

(s,,Z-A))‘v,,K,x,=x,-

-vK,)z,“]]

unbounded.

+ %I(~~,* P”,,X,)

+ llXnIIZ

Let {v,, } be a sequence in X which converges to
vO. Then by the above {P,, } converges to P,,. So
P,,,, is non-negative,
and since it is a solution of the
Lyapunov
equation it is positive (see Remark 1).
So v0 is an element of z, which proves the closedness of Z.
The set E is open. There is one-to-one
relation
between A + vK, being a stable operator, and P,,
being positive. So we have that if z is not open,
then there exists a v, E Z such that A + v,,K, is
not a stable operator
for some sequence
{ vn }
convergmg to v(,.
It is known by [12] that A + vK, is unstable if
and only if (sZ - A - vK,)-’ is not an element of
H”(Z).
Hence A + vK, is unstable only if there
exist sequences {s,;}, Re(s,“) 2 0, {z,“}. I] z,” I/ = 1
with
I[(snYZ-A

P,,xn)

- v,K,)x,)

PA>

+

II x, II 2.

and hence
(v~K,(s,Z-A)-’

-Z)v,K,x,

= -v,K,(s,Z-A)-‘2,.
If Re( s, ) + cc, then we conclude from the above
that v,,K,x, converges to zero. This with the (LE)
implies that
(III + v,K,x,,

nx,)

= 2 Re(s,,)(x,,

+ (nx,,

zn + v,J,x,)

ZIx,> +

II x, II 2.
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where II is the solution of the Lyapunov equation
for A.‘But the left-hand side of the above equation
converges to zero, and the right-hand
side is always larger than or equal to 1, since I] x, ]] = 1
and II > 0. This is a contradiction,
so { Re(s,)}
•I
cannot be unbounded.

3. Concluding observations
In the previous
section we gave a condition
in
order that A + K generates an exponentially
stable semigroup
which, in particular,
extends the
condition
in [8] to distributed
systems and to a
class of unbounded perturbations
K under suitable assumptions.
(The case of bounded perturbations, i.e. Theorem 1, is included as a special case.
In this case L, I 11K 11A.) This condition requires
the knowledge of the norm of the solution II of a
Lyapunov equation for the nominal system, which
is apart from some simple examples (heated bar)
not easy to solve in general. However, we quote a
case in which the norm of II may be, at least
approximately,
known:
it is the case when the
operator A has the form A, + BF; i.e. the operby the stabilization
of an
ator A is obtained
(unstable)
operator A, and the stabilizing
feedback is constructed
from the solution of the regulator problem. In this case the Lyapunov equation
for A is the Riccati equation for the pair (A, B)
which is solved in order to derive the stabilizing
feedback F.
The most important
example to which our results apply is when A generates a holomorphic
semigroup and K is a linear combination
of operators of the form HA” (H is a bounded operator
and (Y< 4). It is simple to see that this class of
perturbations
may also be handled with the techniques in [lO,ll]. (& = dom( A”) = Y and X = X;
the operators B, C are the identity operators and
D = K. It is easy to see that the conditions
required in [lO,ll] are satisfied.)
The results in [lO,ll] show that the perturbed
operator A + K is stable if

11
IIKII p,x,
~ xj <9:= minl/II(iw-A)-‘
0
=l/l](iw-A)-‘]],
and this is the best possible estimate in the sense
that a destabilizing
perturbation
exists, whose

systems
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K is bounded we
norm is W. If the perturbation
have from Theorem 1 stability if I] K II < 1/2A2
= l/2 I]II 11. This implies that (IHI] is not less
than l/2.%‘:

Ilflll 2

II(i~-~)~‘II,
.

2

In the light of the importance
that the solutions
of Lyapunov
(and Riccati)
equations
have in
H”-control
theory, estimates on the norms of the
solutions of the perturbed
Lyapunov equations are
surely important.
The Lyapunov
equation
approach
produces
further information
which cannot be derived from
the mere knowledge
of the stability radius. It is
known
that exponential
and
L’-stability
are
equivalent
properties;
i.e., if the operator
A is
stable then the the solutions x(t) = E(t)x,
of the
equation
i = Ax are square integrable
functions
and ]I E(t)x 1)Lo I A . I( x 11.If we require that A
+ K is a stable operator then it generates a perturbed semigroup EK (t ) such that

and it is a natural condition
to require that the
L2-norm
of EK(t)x
be less than a prescribed
number r when I)x ]I I 1. It must be r* > I] II ](
since the L2-norm is Ilflll ‘P for the nominal
model. By Lemma 5 this condition
is satisfied
when

L < r2K

Ilflll

2AT2

.
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